In this paper we provide anew filtering scheme for the detection and the removal of impulsive noise in digital color images. The proposed adaptive nonlinear vector filters take the advantages of the robust order-statistic theory, generalized directional distance filter and standard sigma filter concept. The principles of the design are explained in detail. Simulation studies indicate that the proposed method is computationally attractive and is able to achieve excellent balance between the image-detail preservation and the noise attenuation.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of color image processing, it has been widely recognized that the processing of color image data as vector fields is desirable due to the high ckrelation that exists between the image channels, and that the nonlinear vector processing of color images is the most effective way to filter out noise. in this way, a numher of reference vector filters such as vector median filter (VMF) [I] , basic vector directional filter (BVDF) [I I] and the directional distance filter (DDF) [2] was developed. These nonlinear filters, based on the ordering operation , provide the lowest ranked vector as robust estimation in environments cormpted by bit errors, impulsive noise and outliers.
Because impulsive noise affects a certain number of samples, whereas other samples remain unchanged, ideally is to divide the samples into two classes such as a class of noisy samples and a class of desired (noise-free) samples. Then, the filter is applied only to noisy samples and preserves the uncorrupted image information [4] , [5] . Note that the processing precision depends on the detection accuracy and also on the estimation capability of chosen filtering scheme. Usually, the robust behaviour is provided by nonlinear filters based on the order-statistic theory [6].
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RELEVANT VECTOR FILTERING SCHEMES
Let us consider the input sample x,, i = 1.2 ,..., N , associated with the distance measure L, [1], [8] given by A(x,,x,)=cos-' -
Let each input sample x,, for i = 1,2 ,..., N , be also associated with the aggregated angular distance defined by
,=I
If the ordering criterion is expressed through products
where P E (OJ) is a power parameter; and the ordered set is given by then the same ordering scheme applied to the input set results in the ordered sequence RI,, <Q,*, S . . .~C l (~,
The sample XI'' associated with Q,,, represents the output of the Directional Distance Filter (DDF) [2] . If p = 0 , the DDF operates as the Vector Median Filter (VMF) [I] , whereas for p = 1 , the DDF is equivalent to the Basic Vector Directional Filter (BVDF) [I I].
PROPOSED METHOD
The above-described well-known filtering schemes such as VMF, BVDF and DDF are designed to perform the fixed amount of smoothing. In many applications, it may become an undesired property because the used filter will introduce too much smoothing resulting in a blurring of image edges and thin details. Note that the introduced blurring may be more objectionable than original noise.
For that reason, the common problem is how to preserve some desired signal features, when removing efficiently the noise elements. Ideally, the noise reduction filter should be designed in such a way that the noise-free samples should he invariant to the filtering operation and only noise-corrupted pixels should be affected by the filter action. In order to provide the adaptive trade-off between the identity filter and the smoothing function and still keep the directional distance filter structure, we present a new filtering scheme, which makes use of statistical operators such as mean and 'standard deviation of multichannel samples spanned by the filtering window.
The proposed filter is based on the concept of sigmafilter proposed by Lee [3] . Let where N is the window size, y denotes the chosen norm generally, and p = (p,,p *,..., p m ) is the sample mean.
The angular definition of the standard deviation is given by
In terms of the DDF filter structure, the combination of U, and uA is expressed as follows: It is clear that the standard DDF operation is performed for satisfied condition >urd, i.e. the effect of the DDF filtering is restricted only to noisy samples. If <U,", then x!,,,,,, has similar properties as the other input samples which indicates that it is the most probably noise-free and no filtering operation is performed. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used the well-known test color images Lena and Peppers that have been corrupted by impulsive noise [9] . The results shown in Fig.1 show the excellent detail preservation capability of the proposed method. It can be seen that the sigma VMF (SVMF) excellently preserves image edges and thin details (Fig.ld) and its output is comparable with the original image (Fig.la) , whereas standard VMF blurs the output image (Figlc). The same behavior can be observed from results shown in Fig.le-f , where the performance of standard filtering schemes (Fig1 .e,f) is accompanied with significant estimation error. In the case o f the proposed sigma DDF (SDDF) and its special cases such as SVMF and sigma BVDF (SBVDF), the estimation error is significantly reduced. Note that the performance o f sigma DDF filters decreases (Fig.2) with the increased power parameter p .
The robustness of the proposed methods is confirmed by the results shown in Fig.3 , where the dependence of the filter performance on the degree of the noise corruption is shown. It can he observed again, that the proposed SVMF, SBVDF and SDDF achieve better results than standard filtering schemes, especially in terms of MAE and NCD criteria. However, in terms o f MSE criteria, their performance can fail with a large amount of injected noise. Table 1 Performance of methods related to the image Lena.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a generalized adaptive DDF sigma filter for color image filtering has been proposed. The results show excellent detection and signal-detail preservation capabilities of the new approach, while the impulsive noise attenuation characteristics of standard DDF filter are still held. Clearly, the new filter outperfom the standard vector filtering schemes. In general, the best results were achieved by adaptive sigma VMF filter that is the most computational attractive case of the proposed method.
